
Respiratory tract infections are almost inevitable in the

first few months of a yearling’s life as a racehorse and the

vast majority will recover quickly without issue. However,

some of these cases are more challenging and require

intensive antibiotic and anti-inflammatory therapy to treat

successfully.

Pleuropneumonia is infection of the lungs and the space

around the lungs, and is most commonly seen in young

athletic horses. In our experience it is a condition which we

encounter in a very small proportion of yearlings in the first

few months of their training.

Anatomy

IR is transported into the lungs through the nares

(nostrils) and nasal passages before reaching the

trachea. The trachea travels into the thorax where it

splits into two main bronchi, each of which leads to one of
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INTER IS always an interesting time at

Johnston Racing as we gather our new

recruits and the attention turns to getting

them broken and ridden in preparation for

the forthcoming season. With these new arrivals comes a

whole array of injuries and ailments which are different to

those we are used to dealing with during the racing season. 

Of these, the most challenging problem from a vet’s

perspective are respiratory infections. I mentioned these

briefly in last month’s column, but here will discuss them in

greater detail. As I explained last month, yearlings will

generally come in from the sales where they have been

effectively wrapped in cotton wool for their all-important

minute in the sales ring. 

They will generally have spent their entire lives prior to

this on one farm and as a result have a very naive immune

system. Coupled with the stress of a new environment and

the stress of beginning their lives as a racehorse this leaves

them very susceptible to infection.
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the two lungs. Within the lungs these main bronchi then

split and subdivide into bronchioles which in turn branch

into even smaller bronchioles until they finally reach the

alveoli, which are microscopic air sacs at the end of the

bronchioles where the transfer of oxygen and carbon

dioxide takes place.

Within the lungs there are protective mechanisms which

work to prevent infection. The upper respiratory tract,

trachea and bronchi are lined with wet, sticky mucus which

traps contaminants in the air as it passes through. 

In addition to this mucus the trachea and bronchi are

lined with millions of specialised hair-like cells called cilia.

The cilia have two major functions: firstly they increase the

surface area of the filtering surface and, secondly, they form

the mucociliary escalator, the mechanism in which they beat

in a coordinated manner to move the layer of mucus along

with the entrapped contaminants out of the lungs and up the

trachea. 

In addition to the protective mucus and mucociliary

escalator found in the trachea and bronchi there are millions

of white blood cells deep within the tissues of the lung

which engulf and kill bacteria and inactivate viruses. 

Pleuropneumonia

IRAL respiratory infections are common in horses,

the most common of these being equine herpes

virus. Horses with a viral respiratory infection will

generally have a raised temperature, a clear nasal discharge

with enlarged lymph nodes. Viral infections can result in

impairment or destruction of the

respiratory defence mechanisms

discussed above. For this reason

it is common for secondary

bacterial infections to follow on

from an initial viral infection.

The most common bacteria

associated with respiratory

infection are opportunistic

bacteria which are part of the

resident microflora of the upper

respiratory tract. Streptococcal

infections are the most common

opportunistic infection of the

respiratory infection.

Horses with pleuropneumonia

are generally first noticed to be

quiet in their box and off their

feed. A clinical examination

reveals a markedly increased

temperature and enlarged lymph

nodes. Their respiratory rate is

generally increased and

characterised by a shallow

respiration and abdominal

breathing. When listening to the

lungs with a stethoscope,

abnormal lung sounds are often

heard as a crackling noise in the

upper portions of the lungs,

with reduced lung sounds in the

lower portion of the lungs.

Diagnosis

OLLOWING a thorough clinical exam the next

diagnostic step is to perform a blood test. In horses

with acute pleuropneumonia there will be increased

levels of white blood cells and also markedly increased

levels of inflammatory cells which are produced in response

to the ongoing infection. An ultrasound exam of the chest

reveals areas of fluid in the chest. Areas of consolidated

lung and abscessation may also be identified if they are

located in the margins of the lungs. 

Pleurocentesis can be performed, which involves draining a

sample of the fluid from the chest for both diagnostic and

therapeutic purposes. The sample of chest fluid can be

cultured to identify the offending bacteria and implement an

appropriate antimicrobial regime.

Treatment

N intravenous catheter should be placed in the

horse. Medical treatment of pleuropneumonia

includes broad-spectrum antibiotics, non-steroidal

anti-inflammatory medication and analgesia. Daily

ultrasound exams should be performed to monitor fluid

production within the chest. A chest drain may be left in

place as long as fluid is being produced.

Prognosis 

The prognosis for horses with pleuropneumonia is good

providing there is early recognition of the condition and

appropriate aggressive therapy is implemented immediately.

A vet drains fluid from a horse’s chest
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